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Director’s
Message

Opening night
Feature

Welcome to the 2011 Festival program.
The new format signals a shift of emphasis
positioning the festival as a whole-community
event. We welcome this year’s community
partners and anticipate many more in the
years ahead. We also welcome films made
in and about our community and will feature
filmmakers and key personalities at their
screenings.
In 1961 Adolf Eichmann was tried in
Jerusalem. That trial had repercussions
throughout the world and issues of justice
are high on the agenda of this year’s festival.
Coincidentally, the National Film & Sound
Archive of Australia recently completed a
major project with Deluxe/Kodak to preserve
key 35 mm movies in our national collection.
We celebrate that achievement and bring
Father back to the screen for new audiences.
Father’s sinister and all too current concern
asks whether war criminals are making their
homes in this country. Despite the quaint
backdrop of 1990’s Melbourne, the issue
remains alive.
We have a new look, a new style and new
sponsors and partners. We have loyal
filmgoers, Patrons and Sponsors without
whom we could not deliver Australia’s longest
running tribute to Jewish film. And we look to
new audiences to ensure the medium of film
continues to be enjoyed well into the future.
Thanks to you, the festival is one of Jewish
Australia’s pre-eminent cultural events. Enjoy
the 2011 program!
Aviva Kipen
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Australian
Premiere

Lea & Daria ( Lea i Darija)
Croatia 2011 Branko Ivanda 101 mins
Croatian English subtitles Festivals: Pula

True stories don’t always make good movies, but in the
hands of Branko and Lidija Ivanda this recreation of
childhood rivalry is an artistic blend of feel good dance flick
and edge-of-the-seat nail biter. The undisputed star of the
Zagreb Children’s Kingdom, a song and dance troupe which
toured Croatia in the 1930’s was the Jewish Lea Deutsch.
But when Fascism arrived, Lea (Klara Naka) was replaced
by Daria Gasteiger (Tamy Zajec), a German rival, whose
dancing prowess would take her to Berlin and back as the
girls competed for starring roles and movie contracts.
Filmed on location in and around the superb Zagreb Theatre,
the two champion lead dancers revive the Shirley Temple era
of great child performers and recreate the rivalry of earlier
generations while their mothers struggle with the roles they
have: Jewish mother vs Nazi Party member. Their two families
struggle with the issues, supporting Lea who was deprived
of school, friends and even dancing. Long-ago childhood is
captured against the mounting tension of world reality far
beyond the Children’s Kingdom. Put on your dancing shoes!

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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Top
Films
Best revival - 20 years

Father
stars Max von Sydow p 6

Most awards overseas

Crime After Crime p 9
Precious Life p13
The Fire Within screens with
The Tribe p 17

Best LOL

Salsa Tel Aviv p 18

Best sports story

Playoff (Eran Riklis’s latest)
p8

Best children’s view
of the Holocaust

Wunderkinder p 22
Joanna p 24

Best family features

Lea & Daria p 5
(Opening Nights)
Reuniting the Rubins p 19

Deluxe/Kodak Restoration

Father

Australia 1990 John Power 106 mins
In English Festivals: Moscow International
Film Festival
The Jewish Film Festival returns Father to the
screen following its restoration in the Deluxe/
Kodak collection of the National Film and Sound
Archive of Australia. Susanne Haydon – who will
be a guest at our screenings - worked on the
project of restoring what are judged key 35mm film
milestones in Australia’s movie history. Susanne
observed that that “The Extradition Act 1988
was passed to prevent Australia from becoming a
haven for alleged war criminals.” Political battles
continue over the right to settle in this country and
remain a daily issue for those seeking sanctuary.
50 years after the trial of Adolph Eichmann,
the disappearance of any war criminal under
false identity is as relevant as it was when that
Australian law was passed.
John Power tackled that topic head on, casting
the Swedish Max von Sydow in the title role. His
treatment was courageous and stands up, despite
a 20 year-out-dated Melbourne which looks quaint
and benign to our 2011 eyes.
Shot in the head by a German officer, 12 year old
Maria Zetnik survived. It has taken decades to
track the perpetrator (von Sydow) to Melbourne,
where he has always been Joe Mueller to his family
and mates. Current affairs TV runs the story. When
the accusation comes to court, issues of truth and
justice ripple far beyond the courtroom, shaking his
daughter, son in law and grandchildren’s lives.
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Jewish diaspora drama
Argentina
South Africa

La Camara Oscura p 12
screens with Trace
Wrong Side of the Bus p 15

Audience Prize 2011
Berlinale

In Heaven Underground p 23

Best new talent
from Israel

Chametz screens with
Lenin In October p 14

Best survivor
testimonies
for the next
generations

Boys of Terezin with Q&A
p 21
Heart of Auschwitz p22

Best stories of the
Righteous

No 4 Street of Our Lady p 24
Remembrance p 25

Best male personality

Nicky’s Family p 20

Best Jewish friend
of Nelson Mandela

Comrade Goldberg p 15

Best cheesecake

Tony Curtis p 11

Best woman
personality

Lia (1st lady of Israeli
Cinema) screens with
In bed at 10.00 PM p 10

Off-program event

Bright Night + Toy Soldier +
Close Distance
p 26&27
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Personalities

Playoff

Crime after Crime

Eran Riklis’s (Syrian Bride, Lemon Tree, Human
Resources Manger) story of Ralph Stoller, top
Maccabi Tel Aviv basket ball star and 70’s coach
of Israel’s team who died in 2008, is recreated for
the screen through the character of Max Stoller.
Returning to his native Germany as coach of the
West German side, Stoller (Danny Huston) explores
his past. Returning to the neighbourhood of his
childhood, he encounters new Turkish residents
in his former apartment and befriends a mother
and daughter who have lost husband and father.
Adolescent Sema returns a highly recognisable
dose of teen fury at his intervention.

A California real estate lawyer, Joshua Safran
prays the daily blessing matir asurim, which asks
for the release of captives. Safran could not have
known that when filmmaker Yoav Potash took him
into USA’s largest women’s prison, that they would
embark on a 7-year saga to free Deborah Peagler,
imprisoned for 25 years to life, for her role in a
murder.

Australia Premiere
Germany France Israel 2011 Eran Riklis
101 mins English German Turkish Hebrew

Stoller unravels secrets long dormant as he molds
his squad. It is a tough battle: not only does his
Israeli family appear to disown him for abandoning
them, but the German team isn’t thrilled about
a Jewish coach, to put it mildly. What did team
managers do during the war years? Who is really
who in the network of sports officials, hostile press
and even his own team?
Superb sport drama plays out against new German
and immigrant generations.
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Australia Premiere USA 2011 Yoav Potash
93 mins English Festivals: Sundance, San
Francisco, Milan, LA, Washington and others

Safran and colleague Nadia Costa picked up the case
of this Sundance 2011, multiple award-winning story of deceit, and corruption at the highest levels of
police, district attorney and state politics over nearly three decades. The decision by Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger to release Peagler highlights the
back-story of family violence that makes women its
victims at home and again in the courts. Presented
on the Oprah Winfrey Network, this documentary
shows Safran at his most courageous and his most
despairing, as the wheels of “justice” seem to want
to crush rather than to bring a swift and corrective
solution to only one of thousands of similar cases.
There are echoes of the story of Rubin “Hurricane”
Carter, told from the abused, black, impoverished
woman’s perspective and there are abundant parallels in Australia’s own legal framework.

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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Personalities

Personalities

Lia

Australia
Premiere
Israel 2011
Taly Goldenberg
65 mins Hebrew
English English
Subtitles
Festivals: 2011
Berlinale
The woman
who presides
over the Israeli Film Archive and International
Film Festival, who had Mayor Teddy Kolek give
the land for the Jerusalem Cinematheque and who
received the Berlinale Camera Award in 2011 for
her “contribution to the advancement of tolerance,
dignity and humanism through cinema” is a true
pioneer. We journey from her days as a Holocaust
survivor to her senior years and feel her passion
and determination. At 87, Lia still goes to work at
the Jerusalem Cinematheque. She began her love of
film by screening 35mm prints for friends in her
Haifa apartment in the 1950s and progressed to
doyenne of Israel’s film establishment. Lia van Leer
is a terrific character and Taly Goldenberg elegantly
weaves the personal and professional in a career
tribute, commentating generational change in film and
beyond. A woman of valour in every sense.

In Bed at
10.00 pm

Australia Premiere
Israel 2010
Asaph Polonsky 15 mins
Hebrew English subtitles
Rachel is a librarian;
she knows all about how language works. When
her lover’s mobile phone rings twice during a sleep
over in her flat, he informs her of its meaning. His
wife needs him, it is urgent and overrides their
arrangement that he keep a mistress. At 70, how
will Rachel find a love deeper than Motti’s and move
from mistress to top billing? She must act. With
the help of a younger colleague, she “tweaks” her
internet profile and begins the dispiriting process
of dating. Disappointment is everywhere, just as
it is for younger wannabe lovers. It’s not so much
a moral dilemma as a literary one …… Asaph
Polonsky captures a lifetime in 15 minutes.
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Tony Curtis – Driven to Stardom
Australian Premiere France 2011 Ian Ayres
96 mins In English

If he’d had a bar Mitzvah, Bernie Schwartz’s speech
might well have included “Thank you to my crazy
parents for putting on this function. I just want you
to know that my ambition is to grow up to be an
internationally famous heart-throb and role model for
two generations in Hollywood. And don’t tell me I can’t
do it.” As if !! But Tony Curtis got all his wishes and far
beyond his wildest dreams.
When Curtis passed away on the 29th September 2010,
he left footage which provided the core of this touching
documentary about many of his qualities, including
his stand on equal rights for black colleagues in the
entertainment industry, which made him both enemies
and friends long before desegregation.
Harry Belafonte and many others – including leading
ladies well into senior years - pay their respects to
Curtis. Chronicling many roles from his legendary
career, Ian Ayres’s tribute will leave movie lovers well
satisfied and also surprised by the Jewish threads to his
early life and its influence on the man he was to become.

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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La Camara
Oscura
Australia
Premiere
Maria Victoria
Menis 85 mins
Spanish English
subtitles

When their baby girl is born on the gangplank of
her parents’ migration vessel, rather than on terra
firma, she can’t be registered as Argentinean – a bad
omen for life in the “new country”. Thus begins the
life of the baby named for the immigration clerk’s
fiancé, Gertrudis. Her siblings pronounce the baby
ugly. In quick succession, the family moves from
struggling East European steerage class aspirants to
established middle class achievers and captures their
success in a professionally taken photograph.
Gertrudis’s life from infancy to middle years is that
of a woman whose inner beauty and consistency
make her a staunch and capable wife and mother.
In an era without electricity or appliances on the
Pampas, she creates a Jewish home away from the
mainstream community and unobserved, until her
husband commissions a family photo portrait.
When a travelling photographer comes to the
homestead, his eye captures a beauty taken for
granted by her own family. The camera never lies.
Gertrudis has a photo session and emerges as a
beauty. This beautiful period piece captures Jewish
life in bygone days and reflects on beauty through
the lens of the camera obscura.

Trace

Australia Premiere
2011
Su Goldfish
5 mins Silent

Su Goldfish’s professional interest and personal
testimony catch the final glimpse that her escaping
father photographed and captures it once again.
The daughter traces the photograph, superimposing
hers on his original. By making her own journey,
completing the task and exhibiting the work for a
new generation of Germans, she bears witness in
silence. It is the pictures and the process which
‘speak’ loudly to the viewer
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Precious Life

Sydney Premiere USA Israel 2010
Shlomi Eldar 90 mins Hebrew English Arabic
English Subtitles Festivals: 15 awards to date
Shlomi Eldar has seen it all as an Israeli war zone
correspondent. Given the opportunity to capture a
more life-affirming story, he turned his camera to a
documentary on the precious life of a baby from Gaza
who will die without complex, expensive treatment
unavailable to him at home. We are not privy to how
a Jewish philanthropist comes to be involved, but
someone funds the treatment in an Israeli hospital. To
take advantage of that opportunity, the family must
repeatedly navigate the border between periods of lull in
the violence, which separates the two sides in conflict.
Eldar captures this reality sharply with his habitual
expertise.
The challenge within the Israeli hospital demands less
war-zone dispassion and more human compassion.
Meetings with doctors, conferences around treatment
options and day-to-day management of the baby’s
condition demand that national enemies find a way to
navigate the medical and emotional terrain.
Trust is a hard currency to value, but as it is won,
viewers and participants alike hope for a thaw in
relations. Hospital clowns cannot obliterate the anguish
on both sides of the story, reality is not only within the
ward. A visit to Jerusalem highlights the gap which
almost scuttles the filming project.

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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South Africa

Comrade
Goldberg

Australia
Premiere
Germany 2010
Peter Heller
55 mins
English German
English subtitles

Chametz

Australia Premiere Israel 2010 Alon Levi 38 mins
Hebrew English subtitles
Ayala has stuff to deal with: not just studying in her
orthodox girls-only boarding school, not just adolescence,
not just having to go home to help her widowed mum
with cleaning for Passover. Back home from school, this
ingenue finds Mum dating a replacement for her father.
She is already testing the boundaries of her frumkeit,
where an unbuttoned shirt collar represents an assault
on modesty and the use of lipstick is a full-scale rebellion.
Her mother’s new “intended” is a decent fellow and has
already bonded with her younger sister, Tutti. When
he suggests that Ayala come with him to pick out an
engagement ring before the festival begins, she sneaks
away with him and tests her powers, provoking a meltdown at home. Alon Levy captures the boundary between
adolescence and adulthood in the ordinary moments
of life and deftly directs Ayala, Nuria Vital, to feel
reassured that she has a robust future ahead of her.

Lenin In
October

Australian Premiere
Israel 2010
Evgeny Ruman 50 mins
Hebrew Russian English
subtitles
Grisha dreams of opening
a restaurant and uses his
father and son to taste
his recipes. When a legacy arrives from Russia to enable
him to realize that dream, he must fulfill one critical condition before the restaurant can open. Ambition plays out
against incompetence as staff demand fair reward for
their work. A lightly sauced satire of the ideology of committed Communists who live on another planet from that
of business success, where good food is only one quality
of a successful café.
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June 12, 1964,
Pretoria, South
Africa: Nelson
Mandela and
seven others
await their verdict in the Rivonia Trial for sabotage. The
only white man is a Jewish revolutionary, Terrorist to the
whites, Freiheitskampfer - Freedom Fighter to the Blacks
and Coloureds: Denis Goldberg. None received the death
penalty, but Goldberg was exiled to a ‘whites only’ prison,
the others to notorious Robben Island. This film follows
Goldberg, a hero of the apartheid struggle in his new
life as an advocate for peace and integration in the new
Rainbow Nation and shows him in his 70s as a quiet and
reflective man who works with teen-aged kids in schools
to speak of the fact that not all whites were persecutors.

Wrong
Side of
the Bus

Festival Reprise
Australia 2009
Rod Freedman
56 mins
In English
Sidney Block graduated medical school in Cape Town,
went to Israel where he met and then married an Aussie
girl and settled in Melbourne. Professor Block has been
responsible for the training of psychiatry students for
decades and has developed innovative ways of having
them walk in the shoes of others to prepare them for
their chosen careers. His class reunion prompted Sidney
to take his 18 year old son back to the South Africa he
abandoned, with Rod Freedman recording the experience.
They grapple with guilt and reconciliation. We reprise
this 2009 Festival sell-out film. Prof Block will Q&A the
screening.

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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Sands Print Group are proud to
sponsor and support the 2011
Jewish Film Festival
The Fire Within

We specialise in complex graphic print and
logistic related communication solutions that are
customised to maximise value for our customers

A F U L L S E R V I C E C O M PA N Y
design
DAPP (design, art & prepress)
print - offset / large format / digital
warehousing, distribution & logistics
Altware (online ordering)
document management
reporting
mail house

Melbourne
+61 3 9489 1000
Sydney
+61 2 9279 4649

www.sandsprint.com.au
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Australia Premiere Peru USA 2008 Lorry Salecedo
Mitrani 60 mins Spanish English Hebrew
English subtitles
Festivals: 20+ Indigenous, Latino & Jewish Festivals
When Jewish businessmen followed the Amazon, they
began families with native women. A century later, a
scholar studying their history aroused new awareness
of their Sefardi origins and captured the heart of one of
those Iquitos descendants, Lorry Salecedo Mitrani, who
brings Ariel Segal’s Jews of the Amazon to life.
Newly awakened to their Jewish roots, they built a
community centre, began to study and after some years
not only converted en masse but more than 200 made
aliyah, fulfilling the obligation to live in The Land. This
remarkable story raises issues of religious precedent,
pro and con. Which rabbi will decide on the validity of
each intending convert? How will the present Jewish
community in Peru embrace the newcomers? The
rabbinic and communal issues travel around the world,
bringing solutions, joys and inspiration.

The Tribe

Australia Premiere USA 2005
Tiffany Shlain 18 mins
In English

There are many kinds of Jews and
Judaism. Tiffany Shlain chronicles
almost as many as there were
different kinds of Barbies (created
by Jewish toy genius Ruth
Handler) in the 18 (Chai) minutes
which are an assault on lots that you know about being
in the tribe, out of the tribe, on the edge or just not sure.
Wondering about which version of Judaism you represent?
The world context whirs past in a dizzying array of
newsreels, stills and other images to make the roller
coaster of Jewish identity feel like chicken soup on wheels.

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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Salsa Tel Aviv

Reuniting the Rubins

Green Card Israel? Tequila vs grape juice? Salsa vs
Jewish family life? Will Yoni marry chilly Dafna or
spicy Vicky?

Did you hear about Clarity the Buddhist, Danny (James
Callis) the atheist, Andie (Rhona Mitra) the social activist
and Yona the rabbi who all go home for Pesach? It’s never
going to happen!!

Australia Premiere Israel 2010 Jorge Weller
100 mins Spanish Hebrew English subtitles

Mexican Vicky, warm and vivacious, passes through
immigration wearing a nun’s habit under the
protection of Yoni, the Spanish speaking Israeli
botanist after airline troubles result in them rooming
together in an overnight stop in Rome. Having met
Sister Victoria, he backpedals his relationship with
elegant and ultra rich Dafna. Vicky seeks work to
support her son and family back home and after
narrowly avoiding a raid on the illegals in her
apartment, seeks refuge with Yoni. Dafna is not
amused and not only calls immigration but makes
painful accusations which result in Yoni arriving
at Vicky’s court hearing to “admit’ that they are
planning to marry. The judge has heard it all before.
but after more moves than the salsa he is learning
to dance at the local club, Yoni finally makes his
choice. This is fun, silly, unreal and like all stereotype
comedies, has patches of truth buried within.
Salsa is not a serious film, but it treats a serious
set of subjects: illegal entry for economic gain, the
exploitation of low wage workers without visas, the
pull of the unknown in relationships. Mothers, brides
and housekeepers all come in for scrutiny, which
unambiguously demonstrates that life within the
safety of your family’s expectations is not necessarily
going to make you happy.
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Australia Premiere UK 2011 Yoav Factor
95 mins In English

Using many tried and tested Jewish jokes, this North
London spoof on four generations of the Rubins family
brings sibling rivalry to hilarious new lows. The adult
grandchildren have made some extreme choices and
despite their years, war with each other as if they were
still in primary school. Lenny (King’s Speech Churchill,
Timothy Spall) just wants a quiet life and a world-cruise.
His German-accented mother (Honor Blackman) wants to
escape the exclusive old people’s village into which the
family has placed her.
Close to the bone, this satire of ultra-modern living and
its benchmarks for success hit the mark for families
whose kids have made millions or eschewed money,
become Buddhists or become frum, divorced and put down
roots or gone abroad to fight for righteous causes, put
profit ahead of everything else, gone on aliyah, grieved
for loved ones.... We are drawn into the manipulations,
blackmail and negotiations that turn travel plans upside
down, get great-grandson Jake (Theo Stevenson) to his
public speaking competition in time, make the house clean
in time for Seder and celebrate family, warts and all.

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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Czechoslovakia

Czechoslovakia

World
Premiere

Nicky’s Family

Boys of Terezin

At the time of going to press, Nicholas Winton,
creator of the Czech Kindertransporte was 102. In
1939 he ordered stationery and rubber stamps in
the name of The British Committee for Refugees
In Chechoslovakia - Children’s Section, 7 Willow
Road, Hampstead Heath and appointed himself as
the saviour of children who would otherwise have
been trapped. Winton’s impish chutzpah, combined
with a steely willpower made him their indomitable
advocate. The 70th anniversary reunion of Nicky’s
Children utilises interviews with the children he
saved, now in senior years themselves.

Earlier this year, The Boy Choir of Seattle USA premiered
a new oratorio telling the story the Jewish lads of
Terezin House 1, who created Vedem, the covert weekly
“newspaper” hand-made between 1942-1944, to keep up
their morale. The courage of the boys by virtue of writing
a poem, drawing a picture and successfully hiding these
little paper records is told with an understatement which
makes for an extraordinarily affirming film for all ages.
Gripping 2011 footage captures teen choristers’ reactions
to the destruction of the children of the Shoah generation.
Mendel Kopelovitch now Emil Kopel of Melbourne and his
family met the boys and reunited with other survivors
for the Premiere performance. Emil will attend our world
premiere screenings for Q&A.

Australia Premiere Czech Republic 2011
Matej Minac 96 mins English
Czech German English subtitles

This subject has been treated in films before. But
contemporary footage of those survivors influencing
the current UK generation of school-aged youngsters,
mixed with archive footage and dramatised
reenactments gives immediacy to the refugee issue.
Survivors who lost their own families to the
Holocaust created new ones through their own group.
By extension, they create new families through
relationships which are formed between them and
the youngsters who hear their story and feel a moral
and emotional kinship with it.
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World Premiere Boys of Terezin USA 2011 John Sharify
52 mins English

Despite the context of immense loss, the story will affirm
the link over the generations. Even in the toughest
of times, we must strive to keep our spirits alive and
preserve the members of the group. The metaphor of the
interplay of parts within the whole in this modern-day
boys’ choir is extremely apt and creates a new context
for expressing the original story. From rehearsal room to
concert platform, the music artistically affirms the story.

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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Heart of
Auschwitz

Australia Premiere
Canada 2010
Carl Leblanc & Luc Cyr
90 mins English
French Polish Yiddish
English subtitles
On December 12th
1944, a tiny birthday
gift appeared at
Fania’s workbench at
the Krupp munitions
factory in Auschwitz
and – if she is to
be believed – she
concealed it, carried
it with her on the
death march and brought it with her to Canada. Carl
Leblanc tracked surviving girls all over the world to
verify the authenticity of Fania’s gift to Montreal’s
Holocaust Commemorative Centre.
Holocaust survivors face their mortality. In the face of
deniers and despite well-meaning hoaxers, there are
indeed still miraculous truths, which must be verified
to appreciate their true magnitude. Travel the journey
with Fania, her daughter and meet the women who
made the gift. You decide.

Wunderkinder

Australia Premiere
Germany 2011
Marcus O Rosenmuller
96 mins
German
English subtitles

Ukraine 1941: in
an uneasy alliance,
Max Reich and his
wife Helga arrange
for Jewish children
Abrascha, Larissa
and their teacher Irina to provide music lessons for
their own daughter Hanna. The communists hate the
German Reichs and the Nazis, the Jews. The families
weave a two-way survival strategy, till the children are
captured. Larissa asks “Why isn’t Hanna our friend
any more?” Abrascha replies “Because adults are
stupid.” Will the Jewish children’s nerves survive the
challenge of playing for their lives?
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Audience Prize ale
2011 Berlin

In Heaven Underground

Australia Premiere Germany 2011 Britta Wauer
90 mins German English Russian Hebrew English
subtitles Festivals: Berlinale 2011 Audience Prize
Since 1989, families from all over the world have
made pilgrimages to find their ancestors among
Berlin’s Weissensee Cemetery’s 115,000 Jewish graves.
Melbourne families, including one Festival Patron and
Director, have been among those who have made the
journey. Despite being close to the heart of WWII Nazi
Headquarters, the cemetery was never desecrated.
Benign Soviet neglect behind the Iron Curtain resulted
in decades of decay, but following reunification, some
exceptional tombs are being restored and the park
is again open to all. In Heaven elegantly depicts the
symbol of Jewish endurance in the heart of the Reich
being cared for by present day Jewish and German
communities. Signalling the new chapter in the life of
Jewish Gemeinde, Russian families gather at the graves
of loved ones, in contrast to past glories captured in
stills and restorations.
The film was launched in Berlin this year to deeply
emotional and extraordinarily positive audience
reaction. Winner of the Audience Prize at 2011
Berlinale, Britta Wauer’s tenderness and subtlety bring
complete respect to this deeply sensitive material. She
was supported in the work of capturing this historic
Jewish landmark by the Berlin Jewish Community,
whose members appear in interviews. This film honours
not only those who rest at Weissensee, but the millions
who never knew a peaceful resting place.

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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The Righteous Ones

The Righteous Ones

No 4
Street of
Our Lady

Australia
Premiere
USA
2009
Barbara Bird,
Judy Maltz,
Richie Sherman
70 mins English
Polish Yiddish
Hebrew
English subtitles
Francisca
Halamajowa
was banished
from Sokal,
Poland, when
unmasked for
her risk taking
in hiding Jewish families. As survivors and their
children return to the actual pig-sty hideaway with
her daughters and grand-daughters, spine chilling
revelations come to light. The diary kept during
the entire incarceration is a document of hope and
despair. Survival holds both burdens and gratitude.

Joanna
Australia
Premiere
Poland
2010
Feliks Falk
105 mins
Polish
German
English
subtitles

Save one life and you save the world. Catholic Joanna
(Urszula Grabowska) prays for her husband. After
a Nazi roundup, she finds 8 year old Roza hiding
in her church. Joanna’s parents, sister, workmates
and neighbours cannot be told. Joanna fends off the
attentions of a German officer until he discovers her
secret. How will she solve the conundrum, bring Roza
to safety, refute accusations of collaboration, continue
without her husband? Choices are never easy.
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Remembrance

Australia Premiere USA Poland 2011 Anna Justice
105 mins English German Polish
English subtitles
Anna Justice (Max Minsky and Me) captures survival,
love, courage and their consequences in a “must see”
adaptation of this true story.
Hannah Levine, her husband David and daughter have
a comfortable life in 1970s Manhattan. Her old life is
generally sealed from view and rarely emerges. But
how quickly elegance and refinement can be emotionally
dismantled. A chance sighting of Tamasz Limanowski on
a TV interview stirs Hannah to find her Polish wartime
lover, who saved her from the camp and smuggled out
photo evidence of the Final Solution.
Despite the consequences for her present life, this
Pandora’s box from the past has been opened and
will not be closed without some resolution for a past
love that could not be eliminated, though it had to be
discarded. A reserved woman at the best of times,
Hannah’s need to follow every lead drives her to the
tracing service of the Red Cross. Old documents appear,
doors are closed, she disappears from a party she and
David are hosting even though their apartment is full of
guests.
How will Hannah share this with a husband who is
deeply respectful of her past and secure in his marriage
to a survivor whose past is her own terrain? How will
Rebecca cope with her mother’s secret life three decades
on? When Tamasz is found, what will these two very
different adults decide to do?

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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Close Distance

Australia 2008
Richard Vilensky 8 mins In English
As a student director, Richard Vilensky and his
crew compressed the relationship between Jews and
Muslims in Israel and the Palestinian Territories
by playing out an episode in the suburbs of Sydney.
What are guilt, right and justice? How should
victims respond? When Isaac follows the lad who
bashed his son after soccer, decisions that could
change all the lives involved are made on the spur
of the moment.

Special
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Bright Night

Australian Premiere Israel 2010 Li at Glick 21mins
Hebrew: English subtitles
Placing her late father’s stethoscope to a window, Nissan
listens for the heartbeat of her world, the one in which
her successful father was a departmental head and healer.
On his Jahrzeit she is eager to venerate his memory.
But her mother wants to stay in bed, wants the world
and its demands to go away. There are several ‘dummy
spits’ this day, but ultimately nothing will drive mother
and daughter apart. Li at Glick is an emerging talent to
watch.

On the surface this is a deliberately generic tale of the
battles that soldiers continue to carry after their active
duty is done. Retreat to France is not necessarily the cure
for what ails you. But something lurks in Magnus’s reach
for the white dove of peace.
Jeremy Bliss plays Magnus, an ex-soldier trying to keep
his balance, despite the affections and dubious assistance
of his friends, Ava (Zoé Le Ber) and Aubrey (Niels
Schneider). Niels was the 2011 recipient of the Chopard
Trophy at this year’s Festival De Cannes.
Meet the film maker
November 15th at 7.30pm in a
private cinema in South Yarra $36.00
per person includes drinks & snacks

Toy Soldier

Australia France Israel 2011
Jeremy Bliss 15 mins English French
English subtitles
Festivals: MIFF 2011, currently in competition at
the 53rd Edition of the International Festival of
Documentary & Short Film of Bilbao
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40 tickets only
Details from
director@jewishfilmfestival.com.au

Jeremy Bliss

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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Ticketing & Website
All seating is allocated and festival tickets,
once purchased, are non-refundable and
non-exchangeable.

Wed 2 OPENING NIGHT
8.00pm Lea & Daria + PARTY
Thurs 3

1.00pm
7.00pm

Wrong Side of the Bus
Father

All other tickets $18.00. No concessions.

Sat 5

Gold Passes $96.00 for 6 different films.
To assist box office staff and to speed the booking
process for all customers, please pre-select your
chosen Gold Pass films before you get to the
counter, in order to make the shopping experience
a pleasure for all concerned.

4.30pm
6.30pm
8.30pm

Tony Curtis Driven to Stardom
Joanna
Precious Life

Sun 6

5.00pm
7.00pm

Lea & Daria
Salsa Tel Aviv

Mon 7

7.00pm

Remembrance

Tues 8

10.30am Salsa Tel Aviv
7.00pm Lia + In Bed at 10.00 pm

Wed 9

1.00pm
7.00pm

Tickets for Opening Night Screening & Party
$36.00 each

On-line bookings with credit card payment are
a new feature. However, please note that this
imposes changes on our old ticketing system.
Please check the website for additional details.
Classification: every film in the program may be
viewed by all age groups, subject to the proviso
that children under 15 may only be admitted to
screenings in the company of a parent or adult
guardian.
Dates, times & programs are correct at the time
of publication, but may need to be altered because
of circumstances beyond our control. We therefore
reluctantly reserve the right to withdraw, change
and replace programs without prior notice.
There are no cloakrooms for briefcases or
backpacks.
SYDNEY 2011
EVENT CINEMAS Bondi Junction,
Level 7 & 8, 500 OXFORD STREET, WESTFIELD
BONDI JUNCTION
In person bookings at the Event cinemas Bondi
Junction box office, Level 8, will be open daily
for Festival ticketing during normal operating
hours. All major credit cards & eftpos are now
accepted for ticket payment. Gold Pass patrons
are required to select and buy all six tickets when
purchasing their pass. Gold Passes can only be
purchased in person.
On-line booking 24x7 at www.eventcinemas.com.
au /sessions. There is a booking fee of $1.10 per
ticket booked.
Please note that there is no telephone booking
service this year.
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Sydney Program Nov. 2011
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Reuniting the Rubins
In Heaven Underground

Thurs 10 7.00pm

Boys of Terezin +
Emil Kopel Q&A

Sat 12

4.30pm
7.00pm
9.00pm

Nicky’s Family
In Heaven Underground
Wunderkinder

Sun 13

3.00pm
5.00pm
7.00pm

Crime After Crime
Reuniting the Rubins
La Camara Oscura + Trace

Mon 14

7.00pm
9.00pm

Heart of Auschwitz
Father

Tues 15

10.30am Precious Life
7.00pm Comrade Goldberg

Wed 16

7.00pm
9.00pm

The Fire Within + The Tribe
Playoff

Thurs 17 1.00pm
7.00pm

Lenin In October + Chametz
No4 Street of Our Lady

Sat 19

7.00pm
9.00pm

Wunderkinder
Crime After Crime

Sun 20

7.00pm
9.00pm

Playoff
Joanna

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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ACMI Program Nov. 2011
Wed 9 OPENING NIGHT
7.30pm Lea & Daria + party

30

CLASSIC Program Nov. 2011
Thur 10

7.00pm

Wunderkinder

Sat 12

5.00pm
7.00pm

Tony Curtis - Driven to Stardom
Remembrance

Thurs 10

8.00pm

Heart of Auschwitz

Sat 12

6.30pm
9.00pm

Salsa Tel Aviv
Joanna

Sun 13

5.00pm
7.00pm

Lea & Daria
The Fire Within + The Tribe

Sun 13

3.30pm
7.15pm

Boys of Terezin
Comrade Goldberg

Mon 14

7.00pm

Wrong Side of the Bus + Q&A

Mon 14

7.45pm

Lia + In Bed at 10.00 pm

Tues 15

7.00pm

Tony Curtis - Driven to Stardom

Tues 15

7.45pm

Father

Wed 16

7.00pm

Lia + In Bed at 10.00 pm

Wed 16

7.45pm

Remembrance

Thur 17

7.00pm

Trace + La Camara Oscura

5.00pm
7.00pm

Precious Life
No 4 Street of Our Lady

Thurs 17

7.30pm

Nicky’s Family

Sat 19

Sat 19

7.00pm
9.00pm

The Fire Within + The Tribe
Trace + La Camara Oscura

Sun 20

Sun 20

3.00pm
5.00pm

In Heaven Underground
Wrong Side of the Bus

3.30pm
7.00pm

Boys of Terezin + Emil Kopel Q&A
Heart of Auschwitz

Mon 21

7.00pm

Nicky’s Family

Mon 21

7.30pm

Lenin In October + Chametz

Tues 22

Tues 22

7.30pm

Reuniting the Rubins

7.00pm
9.00pm

Lenin In October + Chametz
Salsa Tel Aviv

Wed 23

6.45pm
9.15pm

Father
Crime After Crime

Wed 23

7.00pm

Comrade Goldberg + Q&A

Thur 24

7.00pm

Crime After Crime

Thurs 24

6.45pm
8.45pm

Precious Life
Wunderkinder

Sat 26

5.00pm
7.00pm

Reuniting the Rubins
Joanna

Sat 26

8.45pm

Playoff

Sun 27

4.30pm

No 4 Street of Our Lady

Sun 27

3.00pm
7.00pm

In Heaven Underground
Playoff

ACMI Cinemas
Australian Centre for the Moving Image
Federation Square, Melbourne
Festival booking line 8663 2222
www.acmi.net.au

CLASSIC CINEMA
9 Gordon Street
Elsternwick
(03) 9524 7900
www.classiccinemas.com.au

On-line bookings with credit card payment are a new
feature. As a result, the telephone booking service will
operate for one week only, beginning October 27. During
this time, Gold Passes can be ticketed for sessions at
both sites. At the end of this staffed Festival Ticketing
telephone service, Gold Passes can still be purchased for
both venues, but will not be able to mix sessions in both.

We know this change will take a little getting used to, but
the 24x7 convenience of being able to purchase on-line
throughout the Festival will benefit busy people used to
shopping for tickets, no matter the time of day.

www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au
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Jewish Film Foundation of Australia Inc

T: + 61 3 9670 3500
600 Little Bourke St,
Melbourne VIC 3000 Australia
www.jewishfilmfestival.com.au

